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เรื่อง Test 4 Unit 2



เรื่อง
1. My Family

2. Family Members

3. Appearance

4. Happy Family 

5. My Job 



เรื่อง
6.   Work Places

7.   My Dream Job

8.   Animals at Home

9.   My Lovely Pets



father

mother



sister

brother



grandfather

grandmother



uncle

aunt



I
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you



He She



- How many sisters do you have? 

- How many people are there in 
your family? 



A: How many sisters do you have?
B:  ..........................................................

I have number

singular noun

plural noun



A: How many people are there in your family?
B:  ..........................................................

There are number people.



Adjective



tall
short



slim
plump



fat
thin



He is +
He is tall.

Adjective.

tall



She is +

She is slim.

Adjective.

slim



Adjective + hair



curly hair
She has got curly hair.



long hair

She has got long hair.



short hair
He has got short hair.



colour + hair



brown hair
He has got brown hair.



black hair
She has got black hair.



Jobs
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farmer pilotchef
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policeman teacherwaiter



firefighter student



dentist carpenter



singer doctor



postman vet



babysitter nurse
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A: What does he do?

B:  He is a  + ___________.Job

A: What does she do?

B:  She is a  + ___________.Job



A: What does a teacher do?

B: She teaches students.



A: Where does she work?

B: She works at school.  

teacher



He takes care 
of teeth.

She studies
at school.



He keeps 
school clean.

He makes chairs.



She keeps 
books.

He brings letters.





แบบทดสอบก่อนเรียน (Post-test)
หน่วยการเรียนรู้ที่ 2 Family

ชั้นประถมศึกษาปีที่  3

Hello, everyone.  My name is Patty. My family is big. My 

father’s name is Tom. My mother’s name is Jane. I have 

three brothers, Paul, Peter and Patrick. I have two sisters, 
Pam and Paula.

1.How many brothers and sisters does Patty 

have?

a. four                  b. six               c. eight



2.Which one is true?

a. Patrick is Patty’s father.

b. Patty has 3 brothers.

c. Patty’s family is small.

Hello, everyone.  My name is Patty. My family is big. My 
father’s name is Tom. My mother’s name is Jane. I have 

three brothers, Paul, Peter and Patrick. I have two sisters, 

Pam and Paula.



ข้อ 3-4 จงอ่านเรื่องแล้วตอบค าถาม
I am Jane. I have a lot of pets. I have a dog. His name is 
Toto. Toto is brown. He has long ears and a short tail. 
Molly is a yellow cat. She has 2 big eyes and a long tail. 
I have two parrots. They are blue. And I have three 
goldfish in a bowl.  I love my pets.

3.How many parrots and goldfish has Jane got?

a. Two parrots and three goldfish.

b. Three parrots and two goldfish.

c. Two parrots and two goldfish.



ข้อ 3-4 จงอ่านเรื่องแล้วตอบค าถาม
I am Jane. I have a lot of pets. I have a dog. His name is 
Toto. Toto is brown. He has long ears and a short tail. 
Molly is a yellow cat. She has 2 big eyes and a long tail. 
I have two parrots. They are blue. And I have three 
goldfish in a bowl.  I love my pets.

4.  What are her four–legged pets?

a. Parrots.

b. Goldfish.

c. Dog and Cat.



Peter’s Family

This is Peter. He is 11 years old. He is short and fat. He has got short 

hair. Paul is Peter’s father. He is tall. Bella is Peter’s mother. She is 

thin. She has got long gray hair. John is Peter’s brother. He is tall and 

fat. He has a big nose. Kathy is Peter’s sister. She is thin. She has got 

long black hair and big eyes. Mary is Peter’s grandmother. She has 

got short white hair. She is tall. 

5.Who is tall and has a big nose?

a. Peter’s father.

b. Peter’s mother.

c. Peter’s brother.



Peter’s Family

This is Peter. He is 11 years old. He is short and fat. He has got short 

hair. Paul is Peter’s father. He is tall. Bella is Peter’s mother. She is 

thin. She has got long gray hair. John is Peter’s brother. He is tall and 

fat. He has a big nose. Kathy is Peter’s sister. She is thin. She has got 

long black hair and big eyes. Mary is Peter’s grandmother. She has 

got short white hair. She is tall. 

6.Which one is true?

a. Peter’s mother is thin.

b. Peter’s sister is fat.

c. Peter’s grandmother has got long gray hair.



ข้อ 7-8 ข้อใดผิด
7. a. A carpenter makes chairs.

b. A babysitter takes care of kids.

c. A librarian keeps school clean.

8. a. A dentist takes care of teeth.

b. A janitor keeps books.

c. A postman brings letters.



ข้อ9-10 จงเลือกค าตอบที่ถูกต้อง
A:  ……………(9)………………....…

B:  She teaches students.
A:  ……………(10)…………………..

B:  At school.

9. a. Where does she work?

b. What does a teacher do?

c. What do you do?



ข้อ9-10 จงเลือกค าตอบที่ถูกต้อง
A:  ……………(9)………………....…

B:  She teaches students.
A:  ……………(10)…………………..

B:  At school.

10. a. Where does she work?

b. What does a teacher do?

c. What do you do?
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